
General Assembly
Thursday, March 17th, 2022 – 4:30 pm
Pere Marquette River Room, Kirkhof Center
Chair: Autumn Mueller
Parliamentarian: Jim O’Neil

Student Senate will cultivate a student body that is engaged, healthy, and empowered.

I. Call Meeting to Order: 4:30pm
a. Moment of Silence

i. Native Land Recognition
b. Student Senate Creed

i. We, as members of Grand Valley State University’s Student Senate, dedicate
ourselves to cultivating a student body that is engaged, healthy, and empowered. We
pledge to represent all students and their diverse, ever-changing needs. With
persistency, intentionality, and integrity, we strive to create a Laker experience that is
equitable, accessible, and sustainable.

c. Pledge of Allegiance
d. Roll Call - Part I

II. Public Comment – Part I
III. Guest Speakers

a. Yumi Jacobic - Office of Sustainability
i. Who they are: Michael Hinkle- farm manager, Troy VanKoevering- runs everything

Kathryn Carey- grad assistant, Zoe Luis- web manager. Focus on Education,
advocacy, recording and reporting to know what needs to be improved on but works
mostly with student engagement. AASHE Stars: 500-600 schools participate. First
school in MI to get a gold rating, number 38 overall. Named a Green School by the
Princeton Review. Were second among all the schools in master level education.
Formed a partnership with New City Neighbors, a nonprofit in GR to get students job
training skills and engage them through the lens of agriculture, able to learn about
urban agriculture. Had Rob Greenfield on campus, able to watch on facebook page.

ii. Sustainable Agriculture Project- really robust intern program, routinely has over 20
interns each semester. Able to take your own passions and studies and look at them
through the lens of agriculture. Students have helped a lot in developing these
opportunities.

iii. Sustainability Champion Awards: nominations open through Friday, reach out for
more information.

iv. Would love to get more involved with the Student Senate and have more engagement,
increased awareness and to be a good partner/collaborator. Hope to have a lot on
campus during sustainability month in October

v. Biermacher: any opportunities for students who live near or on pew campus?
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(1) Jacobic: working on this, looking into programming and things that are accessible
to students downtown. Going to do a farmer’s market downtown and host
workshops downtown such as cooking events

vi. Matthews: What were some of the events you were brainstorming for sustainability
month?
(1) Jacobic: Zero waste at the football game that is in October, campus clean up,

sustainability spotlight- get a bunch of people to give a speed round of how to get
involved with sustainability on campus- a nice low key way for people to engage,
will get sustainability related student orgs involved, harvest party will be on the
Friday of the first week of october at the farm. Looking for more ideas

vii. Frappier: works at surplus store and sees the backend of recycling and thanks her for
all her work
(1) Jacobic: Surplus store is amazing and thanks him for his work too

IV. Five (5) Minutes to Pass the Papers
a. Biermacher: happy budget day, passed out this year’s budget and next year’s proposed

budget
V. President’s Report

a. Adoption of the Agenda
b. Happy St. Patrick’s Day, Happy birthday to Senator Everly, hopes everyone had a good

spring break
c. Meeting with VP Hall-Jones tomorrow
d. GVSU votes coalition got canceled for tomorrow, but reach out if you are interested in

getting involved
e. ECS will be meeting tomorrow
f. Legislation will be presented at UAS on March 25
g. 4/7 will be next GA, next week is facilities planning tour, week after is Elect Her
h. Advertising for Elections is underway, register to run if you are interested, keep

promoting elections
i. Election emails have gone out to faculty, students and staff and through newsletter
j. If you haven’t reached out to her and plan to run for cabinet reach out to any cabinet

member
k. If you haven’t met with Advisor Baker-Boosamra be sure to do so
l. Class registration is coming up, be sure to know your date ahead of time
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m. DEM 101 is 3/30, she will be on a panel talking about shared governance, encourages
everyone to come

VI. Executive Vice President’s Report
a. Approval of the Minutes

i. Stand approved
b. Hope everyone had a good break
c. Encourages everyone to file to run for senate, encourage your friends.
d. Thanks everyone who met with Advisor Baker-Boosamra
e. CTF tomorrow at 3:30pm, encourages everyone who is able to come
f. Reach out if you plan to run for EVP
g. Tomorrow is the last day to nominate someone for I am GV awards

VII. Unfinished Business
a. W-22-03: “Create a safety barrier or net on the “Little Mac” bridge”

i. Rusch: Not much has changed, instead of building a barrier it is now a legislation to
consider building a barrier. Reads legislation as written.

ii. Kidd: final “takes place” should read “take place”
iii. Schmidt: move to call the question via roll call vote, seconded by Matthews

(1) Rusch: thanks everyone who helped, especially VP Kidd with near flawless
grammatical editing and everyone who met with him. Truly believes the
university cares about students, safety and mental health. Knows whatever
decision comes will be the right one.

(2) Frappier: good work VP Rusch
(3) Al Moutaa- yay
(4) Anderson- yay
(5) Biermacher- yay
(6) Biggs- yay
(7) Bucon- yay
(8) Crandall-yay
(9) Everly- yay
(10) Frappier- yay
(11) Gjolaj- yay
(12) Hoogwerf- yay
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(13) Johnson- yay
(14) Kidd- yay
(15) Korte- yay
(16) Kreger- yay
(17) Krichevsky- yay
(18) Matthews- yay
(19) Munoz- yay
(20) Plachta- yay
(21) Proctor- yay
(22) Rusch- yay
(23) Schmidt- yay
(24) Verstrate- yay
(25) O’Neil- yay
(26) Passes with 23 yays

b. W-22-04 “Urge Grand Valley State University to re-examine COVID level alert system”
i. Schmidt: only edited furthermore and resolved statements. Changed from requesting

student liaison to thanking the VAT for granting a student liaison which is VP
Krichevsky.

ii. Plachta: spectrum health just recently dropped mask mandates, healthcare
professionals only have to wear masks when directly with a patient. This may be
helpful to cite, but does not know if it’s too late.
(1) Schmidt: thinks it would be helpful, encourages him to make amendment when

questions come up
iii. Kidd: should amend the final let it resolved statement to thank them for allowing the

student senate to sit on VAT as a liaison. There was a repetition with VAT and it could
be interpreted as them providing us a liaison instead of letting someone from the
student senate be a liaison on their team. Need to spell out “Virus Action Team” at
least once in the sentence.
(1) Schmidt: made adjustment

iv. Al Moutaa: are there any accommodations for those with Autoimmune diseases
(1) This does not call for the removal of masks but just urges them to reevaluate their

alert levels
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v. Johnson: Does not think using Denmark and the UK as an example holds weight in
this argument because death rates are increasing in those countries

vi. Rusch: motions to pass resolution W-22-04 as is, seconded by Biermacher
(1) Kidd: friendly amendment- it should just be liaison and eliminate the period
(2) Frapier: friendly amendment- add comma after liaison
(3) Rusch: likes the message and going towards some kind of normalcy. Does not

agree with all of the language but supports the bill. You would have to make a
formal motion to amend the bill, and would be happy to retract his motion to pass
as is.

(4) Frappier: would you like to retract your motion
(5) Rusch: retracts motion

vii. Frappier: Rusch motioned to pass as is and there were changes, that’s why he asked
him to retract the motion

viii. Plachta: would you like to add the spectrum health information
ix. Rusch: could we recess for 5 minutes to allow for changes and then vote
x. Kreger: could they table this to the end of unfinished business, new line item f

(1) Mueller: yes
xi. Kreger: motion to table W-22-04 to line item f under unfinished business, seconded

by Kidd
(1) Passes with majority, 1 nay, 1 abstention

c. W-22-05: “Ratify USG Resolution 2022-005 for the Student Coalition for Higher
Education Funding (SCHEF)”

i. Frappier: changed a recognizing statement, added Appendix A to include the
resolution that was passed at USG, new language in the let it resolved statement. The
goal is to get other universities in Michigan to discuss the issues in higher education
funding and find ways to get better higher education funding

ii. Rusch: can you briefly go over Appendix A
(1) Frappier: gives a brief summary of the appendix. Includes the task force and

everything it would entail including who is serving as interim chairs.
iii. Rusch: motions to pass W-22-05, seconded by Schmidt

(1) Passes with majority, 1 abstention
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d. W-22-06: “Encourage Grand Valley State University to Print the National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline Contact Information on Student Identification Cards”

i. Munoz: there have been a few changes since it was last presented. Removed the lines
that stated it was passed at teh USG conference and replaced it with data showing the
impactfulness of the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline and how it impacts the
callers. Reads that new section as written.

ii. Frappier: in the SCHEF resolution it is necessary to include the USG portion, in this
legislation it was not necessary and may be just a distraction since some may not
know what USG means

iii. Crandall: believes there needs to be a period after “seeks services”
iv. Kidd: friendly amendment on where as following the new portion, needs to be “; and”

Therefore let it be resolved statement also needs “; and”
v. Al Moutaa: would this include updating current GVSU’s students ID cards

(1) Munoz: no, it would only include all new students’ IDs that are printed
vi. Kreger: motion to vote on W-22-06, seconded by Schimdt

(1) Rusch: thinks it is well written and has the potential to do good, 100% in favor of
it. It does not capture current students, but that will be a non issue in 4 years and it
will end up being ok in the long term

(2) Munoz: wants to make a change to add in that it would not include current
students

(3) Kreger: retracts motion
vii. Al Moutaa: agrees with Rusch that would be better to pass this bill so something can

be done, doing something is better than doing nothing
viii. Munoz: is it called new student registration?

(1) Baker-Boosamra: process with registrar begins this spring, reconnemed goal
would be for new student advising and registration which begins in May

ix. Kidd: would amend the new portion to say “recommends that by the 2022-2023 new
student advising and registration…” capitalize New Student Advising and
Registration

x. Baker-Boosamra: not an exact date
xi. Munoz: adds that section
xii. Kidd: calls the question
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(1) Rusch: there has been no motion to call the question on
xiii. Kreger: motions to pass W-22-06, seconded by Schmidt

(1) Passes unanimously, 1 abstention
e. Statement of Support for Open Educational Resources

i. Kidd: only changes were changes in verbage, took your suggestions for edits.
(1) Schmidt: would like her to read through it again
(2) Kidd: reads statement as written

ii. Rusch: what is the source for the $2 million saved
(1) Kidd: the library

iii. Korte: why the choice between open educational resources and open access
(1) Kidd: can change open access to open educational resources for cohesiveness if

that would be better
(2) Korte: thinks it would be better
(3) Frappier: agrees with Korte

iv. Al Moutaa: does this refer to laptops and things like that
(1) Kidd: everything that pertains to success in the classroom falls under open

educational resources
v. Frappier: motion to approve under unanimous consent, second by Al Moutaa

(1) Passes unanimously
f. W-22-04 “Urge Grand Valley State University to re-examine COVID level alert system”

i. Schmidt: there were no changes, found that cases and deaths in Denmark have
continued to go down, cases in the UK are going up but deaths remain steady, could
not find the spectrum mask policy
(1) Plachta: the spectrum mask policy was announced a few days ago so it must not

be public yet
ii. Rusch: motions to pass, seconded by Bucon

(1) Passes with majority, 3 abstentions
(2) Mueller: all documents of legislation will be forwarded to UAS and the statement

will be released tomorrow
VIII.Ten Minute Recess: 5:28pm
IX. New Business

a. CALL FOR NEW ORDERS OF THE DAY
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X. Public Comment – Part II
XI. Officer Reports

a. Senate Resources – Alexis Krichevsky
i. SRC is working on final bonding event, it will be in Kirkhoff. Planning on 4/8, will

have food, awards and games, this is the last one of the year, would really appreciate
if everyone is there

ii. 4/13- SUS is hosting a nature walk for earth day at 7pm, everyone should come
iii. Office hours due tomorrow at 5pm
iv. Al Moutaa: when is the bonding

(1) 4/8, will send a poll in the slack for a time
b. Allocations – Ben Biermacher

i. Cultural and appropriations funding board tomorrow- have 10 requests to go through,
this would be a great meeting to come to for experience

ii. Budget Presentation- Student Life Fund 2022-2023
(1) Allocations accomplishments 2021-2022: reginte and ignite- most attend session,

trained RSO office assistants in funding process, created relationships with
student organizations, 95% of senators successfully received funding training,
updated gvsu.edu/sos to increase clarity on funding guidelines for club sports and
greek life, more flexible with timelines and proactive with meeting organizations-
groups come late with requests and they have been able to accommodate them

(2) Went over previous budgets from last academic year
(3) Went over proposed approved budgets for 2022-2023 and other allocations which

are the spending budget student senate approves for other on-campus departments
(4) Added an increase of $5,000 to academic and professional budget because the

budget had to be adjusted mid-year due to an increase in requests in this budget
(5) Pulled $7,000 from service and advocacy, lack of spending this year and will still

have $10,000 left in their budget
(6) Pulled $6,000 from cultural, lack of spending from groups in this category
(7) Pulled $15,000 from travel, will still have substantial funds
(8) Increase $5,000 in interfaith, increase in number of groups in this category, have

been receptive of funding education, had to adjust the budget mid-year
(9) Increase $5,000 in Greek Council, increase in spending with programming

expenses as well as preventive education
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(10) Increase in $4,000 for CAB, will allow them to increase their connections
with campus and have more access to performers for the spring concert

(11) Created student organization recognition fund- $5,300- would like to have a
greater impact on student organization recognition to better build community
between student organizations and student senate

(12) Created RSO promotional service $4,000- allow organizations to get a special
promotional package directly from the promotions office, will be able to use this
whenever they would like, does not have to be for a specific event.

(13) Aspirations for 2022-2023- increase spending, increase education and general
knowledge of funding process, all senators have voting rights by the end of fall
semester, building greater connections between Student Senate and other student
organizations, looking forward to collaborating with other student organizations

(14) Frappier: thanks Biermacher for thorough explanation- define service and
advocacy section? Does it affect CSLC?
(a) Biermcaher: It depends what people are requesting money for, if someone has

a charity event or something it falls under service and advocacy. Any group
can fall under that umbrella

(15) Schmidt: with your aspiration to increase spending, by how much and on what
(a) Biermacher: everywhere and all the time
(b) Schmidt: increase the amount this fund is used?

(i) Biermacher: yes
(16) Al Moutaa: likes the promotional fund- have seen that digital advertising has

become more prevalent over flyers and posters. Would you be open to include
digital marketing funds for these student organizations so they can utilize online
ads?
(a) Biermacher: allocations would only be in charge of the amount of money

spent, Bobby in promotions would be the person to talk to about this
(17) Rusch: pre-covid how much was the travel budget used up?

(a) Biermacher: does not think the cut in travel budget would affect any student
orgs. 23 organizations received travel funding this year.

(18) Kidd: when it comes to promotions they are very helpful and they will send
you digital copies that would fit instagram frames

(19) Frappier: Are we anticipating the president's ball to be back?
(a) Biermcaher: 100% bringing it back in the coming year
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(20) Rusch: The $45,000 has stayed pretty consistent for the president’s ball. Is that
going to be enough or should it be added to instead of starting new funds?
(a) Biermacher: they have had to pull from reserve funds for the president’s ball

in the past. Does not know the format of the ball for this year yet so does not
want to be premature with giving more funds

(21) Frappier: where does money that is not spent go?
(a) Biermcaher: it goes to reserve funds, try not to dip into reserve fund but it is

there in case of emergency
(22) Rusch: does not see the purpose of creating RSO promotional service fund to

make it strict when they could just use flexibility and change the current funding
guidelines
(a) O’Neil: promotions would be spent on a vast majority of things if there were

no guidelines
(b) Mueller: flyers can only stay posted on campus for a month, that’s why these

promotions are for an event or only for a little bit to spread word about their
organization

(c) Slager: These suggestions have come for campus life night mainly
(d) Rusch: why can these not come from the budget, where the leftover money

could be used toward other things rather than only promotions
(i) Slager: Makes it more accessible to get funding for promotions. This way

promotions have control over the ones they approve and not and do not
have to go meet with allocations

(ii) Rusch: is this money going directly to the promotions office
1. Biermacher: yes, it is their fund to track

(23) Rusch: why create a new fund for the student organization recognition fund
(a) Biermacher: increase amount of events they can do, can also use it for student

life awards to avoid dipping into other budget sections
(24) Kidd: should look at how senate is being incentivised to form relationships

with student organizations, and rebuild senate’s reputation and do things with the
community

(25) Slager: 2018-2019 travel fund was $46,000- still not reaching it even without
COVID

(26) Frappier: Are we looking to approve this today?
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(a) Biermacher: yes
(27) Rusch: Greek Council- was there a $5,000 increase last year?

(a) O’Neil: yes there was
(28) Frappier: motion to approve the 2022-2023 propped budget, seconded by

Kreger
(a) Mueller: there were two placards raised after yours
(b) Frappier: retracts motion

(29) Plachta: do you do any outreach to explain the guidelines and new funds?
(a) Biermacher: there is an email blast through laker link and it would be talked

about at ignite
(30) Korte: doubt they will use the $4000 for the promotions office because of lack

of engagement, does this money need to be from SFL or can it come from the
promotions budget?
(a) Biermacher: this is instead of student orgs coming to allocations for

promotions money because it usually falls outside of funding guidelines
(b) O’Neil: this is in relation to RSO requesting promotions which means it has to

come from the SFL
(c) Rusch: if student orgs do not use all of this fund would it go into reserve fund

even though it was given to promotions?
(i) Biermacher: yes it would go into reserve fund

(31) Frappier: motion to approve the 2022-2023 proposed budget, seconded by
O’Neil
(a) Passes majority, 1 nay, 1 abstention

c. Public Relations – Eldon Pearson read by Hoogwerf
i. Failed his self assessment and was not able to come to GA
ii. Election emails went out to departments, faculty and student organizations, working

to draft various promotions for elections
iii. March newsletter went out
iv. Working on Elect Her promotions
v. Bucon working with DAC
vi. Senate video was finished
vii. Final committee meeting will be 3/29
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viii. Finished transitions report, reach out if you are interested in running for PRC VP
d. Campus Affairs – Aaron Rusch
e. Elect Her 3/31, show up around 5:30 to check in, if you are a senator do not RSVP, there

will be jet’s pizza, coffee and water
f. Elect her is a one day non partisan training for those who want to run for office, 3

elected officials confirmed already. You can nominate people who you think would
benefit from attending. Asks everyone to write down one name of a person you think
should come, this helps increase attendance. Come hungry there will be a lot of pizza

g. Congrats to every CAC member that was apart of legislation that got passed
h. Schmidt: would like to know the partisan breakdown of who is speaking

i. Rusch: yields to Kreger
ii. Kreger: Have reached out to a lot and waiting to hear back from others. So far there

confirmed are: Monica Sparks, Brandy Lovelady Mitchell, Rachel Hood, and Mary
Whiteford
(1) Schmidt: 3 democrats and 1 republican?
(2) Kreger: yes, but waiting to hear back
(3) Kidd: interning downtown, has gotten senator Kreger a list to reach out and

Kreger has reached out in the last 48 hours
(4) Kreger: all questions that are asked will be non partisan questions
(5) Schmidt: how do you ensure that?
(6) Kreger: Running stars provides the facilitator and the questions to ensure this,

there is a student government panel that will entail Kidd, Krichevsky, and Mueller
(7) Schmidt: has concerns that this will be partisan, but appreciates the hard work
(8) Kreger: would be happy to have Schmidt attend a meeting with him and

Baker-Boosamra to discuss this
i. Educational Affairs – Faith Kidd

i. Received proofs from promotions office for OER promotions, were sent to print
today and will go live next week for registration

ii. EAC baked for pride prom’s fundraiser bake sale
iii. Planning exam cram events, funding and social media requests will be going in today
iv. Grab a book from the women's history month book table in the library
v. Meeting with Annie Belanger next week to implement a framework to do a table in

the library each month
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vi. Happy Birthday to Senator Everly
vii. Reach out if you have questions about elections

j. Diversity Affairs – Kyle Gineman presented by snetor johnson
i. Feeling under the weather and unable to come
ii. Check out the woman’s history month book table in the library
iii. Meeting with Aaron Haight to update them on things related to campus dining
iv. Reach out if you plan on running for DAC VP

k. External Relations – Justin Frappier
i. ERC meets on zoom on Tuesdays at 4:30pm, reach out for the link
ii. BOV coalition is getting together on 3/21, looking forward to getting things started
iii. Congratulates Senator Schmdt and everyone else who passed legislation tonight
iv. Will be checking in with other schools on the status of their SCHEF ratification
v. 3/25 7:30am will be going to Allendale Public Schools for a college day, reach out to

Senator Pagel if you are able to come
vi. Will be unavailable through the weekend, text or call him with emergencies
vii. Kreger: when does APS event end

(1) Frappier: will end close to 1:00pm, will take people that can only come for a few
hours

XII. Subcommittee Reports
a. Mental Health Awareness Rationale, presented by Senator Kreger: meeting on Tuesday

was during committee meetings so no one came, will be next week at another time, has a
project idea

b. Sustainability Rationale, presented by Senator Biggs: 4/10 10:30am- roadside clean up
on 52nd street and will go out to breakfast after, 4/13 7:00pm nature walk at the ravines,
everyone is welcome

XIII.University Committee Reports
XIV. Roll Call - Part II
XV. Call for Announcements

a. O’Neil: cabinet will be at 6:45pm
b. Anderson: thanks everyone who baked for the pride prom bake sale
c. Rusch: after adjournment go into the slack and put the name you wrote down in the

nomination form for Elect Her
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d. Krichevsky: bring her your placards
XVI. Adjournment: 6:31pm


